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Strategic Rail Freight Interchange. Blisworth/Milton Malser, Northamptonshire 
 
I am informed that Ashfield/Gazeley have requested to be allowed to delay the 
examination of their application for the Rail Freight Interchange Development at 
Blisworth/Milton Malser  
This email is to voice my concerns regarding Ashfield/Gazeley’s attitude to village 
residents and in support of the Stop Rail Central Action Group. 
I am totally opposed to this development: the destruction of the countryside and 
communities of several villages.  The countless negative issues that it will bring in 
destroying plant, animal and bird life: of the light, noise and air pollution.  Of a 
chosen lifestyle stolen. 
 With the sudden notification of this project in January 2016 Ashfield/Gazeley has 
produced a 3 year period of stress and uncertainty.  There has been inconsistent 
information and once again a lack of honest, knowledgeable management attempts to 
bring a further delay. 
 Further stress and uncertainty is applied to villagers as Ashfield/Gazeley  attempt to 
achieve this dreadful ruination of an area.  Their actions appear to be of trying to get 
a square peg into a round hole and shows the low regard that Ashfield/Gazeley hold 
for the beautiful countryside, villages and residents.  
I consider that the area in which I live is particularly badly affected by this 
development, which is certainly not helped by this chaotic ‘progress’. I am elderly, 

 and 6 years ago moved to the Northamptonshire area to be closer 
to family.  The small community in which I chose to live consists of 12 Victorian 
railway cottages situated between Blisworth and Milton Malser.  This development I 
believe would leave us as a little island surrounded by mammoth warehouses and 
suffering continual heavy traffic. 
This small community is a mixed group of couples; families; singles and elders and 
my neighbours have continually provided assistance to me in times of need.  
Emotional & physical harm and financial uncertainty is happening and would 
inevitably worsen following the completion of this project.   
Much of the information provided by Ashfield/Gazeley is not consistent.  Certainly 
for 2 years I have been in communication regarding the outcome that Railway 
Cottages face.  Questions of disputes of what has been provided brings forth denials 
of any change and that the explanations have ‘evolved’.  The facts of what this firm 
intends (other than destruction of a lifestyle) remains unclear and the Stop Rail 
Central Action Group continue to work without true or consistent information.   
The village of Blisworth was awarded Best Village in the years 2012 & 2017.  This is 
the community that would be destroyed.  Therefore, it is time that this development 
is refused and that villages and residents can once again live. 
 
Mrs Christine Woolhead. 
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